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Calendar of Gatherings
February 18-20: MGoF Winter Quarterly
March 12: 7am-4:30pm PST-FWCC -Section of the Amercias
https://fwccamericas.org/_wp/event/2022-section-meeting/
March 26: 9am to noon: NPYM Coordinating Committee Meeting (New Date)
April 22-24: PNQM Spring Quarterly Meeting
June 12 -19: IMYM - Annual Session 2022
June 17–19: SCYMF Annual Conference 2022
July 3-9: FGC Gathering at Radford University, Radford Virginia
July 13-17: NPYM Annual Session at U of Montana, Missoula, MT

Announcements and Upcoming Events

(Details in final section of this newsletter)
January 31, February 14, February 28: 6:30-8:00 PST: Engaging with Gandhi: A SelfReflective Inquiry
February 5 @1pm on zoom: Memorial Meeting for Worship for Emily Bear Contact
Cynthia Black (cynblack55@gmail.com) for the link
February 6@1pm- University Friends Meeting will be hosting an Uprooting Racism book
club discussion via zoom on the first Sunday of each month. This month the book is
*Woke Racism: How a New Religion has Betrayed Black Americans *by John
McWhorter. Questions to Eva Otto at eva@infinitiRED.com.
February 7- Quaker Voice on Washington Public Policy (QVWPP) annual Lobby Day.
For more details about the event and info on how to register, go to
https://www.quakervoicewa.org/.
February 7- March 28: 6:30-8:30pm Re-Envisioning Community Safety
exploring policing and alternatives by zoom arising from conversations Friends from
Multnomah Friends Meeting and West Hills Friends Church. The contact email for the
course is kporegon3@yahoo.com.
February 12-April 9 @10AM PST (every other Saturday): The Black Quaker Lives
Matter Film Festival introduced by a guest expert and a follow-up discussion facilitated
by BQP Director Dr. Harold D. (Hal) Weaver and a subsequent discussion hour hosted
by NPYM Anti-Racism Working Group.
February 18–21: Friends for Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, and Queer
Concerns (FLGBTQC) regular midwinter gathering online
February 27 at 2 pm: UFM Hosting - Memorial for Bill Matchett:
https://zoom.us/j/2065476449
March 1- May 10: Pendle Hill offers Spring Term Residential Study Program
March 9-12: White Privilege Conference: Attend In Person or Virtually!
https://cvent.me/n2Wo8q
April 8-10: Willamette Quarterly Meeting Mens Retreat
April 18: Peace and Social Concerns Committee sharing session, this time on Native
Concerns, Registration is here. This would be one opportunity to share observations to
the Draft Minute of Support for Indigenous People
May 6@ 7pm: Taylor Stewart of the Oregon Remembrance Project- Finding Justice for
Historical Injustice

NPYM Annual Session
Minutes and Proposals to Season for AS 2022
Proposal for Working Groups
NPYM draft Minute of Support for Indigenous People
Earthcare Minute
A Quaker Statement on Migration
Minute Supporting the end of hate crimes targeting Asian Americans
Minute supporting amending the 13th Amendment

Event Planner and Rising Event Planner
Celia Castle (South Seattle Friends Meeting)
The Personnel committee is excited to announce that Mim Coleman is our Event Planner for
NPYM Annual Session 2022. Mim brings years of experience as a member of the Annual
Session Planning Committee in her role as Youth Coordinator and as an attender of many
residential sessions and both recent virtual annual sessions. Thank you Mim!
Additionally, we have created a new position which is the “Rising Event Planner” as a new paid
contract position. This role will assist Event Planner with final tasks prior to Annual Session,
attend all hours of AS, assist in physical set up and break down of annual session and
coordinate responsibilities at AS with the event planner. Essentially the Rising Event Planner will
use this opportunity to learn about the Annual Session event planning process and be expected
to resume as event planner in January 2023 under a different contract.
Update on 2022 Annual Session
Mim Coleman - Event Planner (2022) + Youth Program Coordinator (Salmon Bay)
Jana Ostrom – NPYM Presiding Clerk (University Friends Meeting)
Friends, at the time this is being written, a decision on whether or not to hold 2022 Annual
Sessions in-person in Montana, or entirely online, has not yet been made. We hope to make an
announcement by late February.
We want Friends to know that the process we are using to guide us is one of group
discernment. Led by Spirit, the many (sometimes contrasting) needs of our community, public
health guidelines, and a deep desire to see Friends reunited in-person.
Our primary concerns in this process are the safety and mutual care of our community. The
ongoing spiritual needs of our community's youth. And that when we DO reunite in-person, we
do so in a way that allows us to reconnect and heal our community bonds. Rather than allow
differences in expectations, and animosity over what are acceptable boundaries, push us further
apart.
Final decision will be announced on NPYM.org and by special announcement sent by email to
meeting clerks and contacts
Your camp spot is reserved! Jay Thatcher (Corvallis)

Join a merry band of Quakers camping on Tuesday, 7/12/2022 near Spokane. Riverside State
Park has been tested in previous years and shown to be an ideal spot for an overnight for
coastal Friends on the way to Annual Session in Missoula.

The Bowl and Pitcher group campground is comfortable for several dozen. Bring a tent and a
smile. Please reserve a spot by dropping a line to Jay Thatcher
(ajaxhatcher@yahoo.com). First 60 Friends and their friends get the chance.

Outreach & Visitation
Apply to NPYM’S Knitting us together Visitation Program Deadline: February 15, 2022
North Pacific Yearly Meeting’s Outreach & Visitation Committee invites you to consider serving
as a visiting Friend among Meetings and Worship Groups in the region in 2022. The proposed
itinerary would be throughout the greater Salish Sea area (Puget Sound/NW Washington).
The schedule and method of travel will be worked out as the time approaches. The work is open
to Friends of any age or gender and is financed by NPYM. Info and application are on the
NPYM website at bit.ly/3fh6V4h, or go to npym.org and click on “Outreach and Visitation
Committee” under “Quick Links” in the lower right.
We are also soliciting Friends to accompany the visiting Friend as an elder. Please feel free to
notify us of Friends who may be gifted in doing this work whom the committee could invite to
consider it. This information is also available on the NPYM website above. Contact Necia
Quast, collquas@aim.com. Submitted by Outreach and Visitation Committee: Margaret
Coahran, Joe Snyder, Al Hendrix, Claire Leonard, and Necia Quast
Klamath Falls Friends Church seeking an Interim Pastor
Klamath Falls Friends Church, an open and affirming semi-programmed Meeting of the Society
of Friends (Quakers), in beautiful southern Oregon, is currently seeking a part- to full-time
interim pastor to guide us along our journey. KFFC is a Christ-centered and seeker-friendly
Meeting. We are a small but diverse group, with a wide array of spiritual paths. Our desired
pastor will be able to hold that diversity, plan and present messages/meditations to guide our
Meetings for Worship, be available for pastoral care, and provide the structure and guidance
necessary to help us discern our long-term way forward. Please send your resume, NLT
January 31, 2022, to: KFFC Pastor Search Committee, klamathfallsfriendschurch@qmail.com
For more information about us please visit:klamathfallsfriendschurch.org. Our complete Job
Description is available upon request.
Community Qigong classes offered online to Friends
Mondays at 9:30 am to 1030 am ($10-15 sliding scale per class)
Qigong means “ENERGY WORK”. A moving meditation enriched mindfully with breath and
imagery, this practice expands breath, heals organs and connects you with
Self and Nature. Nourishing qigong forms are easy to follow and can be adapted for people
dealing with acute or chronic needs and conditions.
Email marianwolfedixon@gmail.com for more information or to be included on the list to
receive the weekly ZOOM link to the online class. Beginners and Experienced students
welcome! Can be practiced anywhere.

On Being in the Light, by Sharon-Drew Morgen (Multnomah)

On 12/14/18, I walked into the Multnomah Friends Meeting House for the first time. I felt
enveloped in a circle of Light, at one with it and with everyone in the room. I had been
searching, longing for this my entire life. I was Home.
As someone with Asperger’s, crowds – anything more than 2 people is a crowd! – terrify me.
Over the years, and by necessity, I’ve learned the rules to conventional discourse; I’ve spent
years practicing normal social behavior and now show up (mostly) like a neurotypical (NT).
Indeed when I told one new Quaker friend I had Asperger’s she said, “I thought you were NT.”
“Stick around,” I replied.
A child of violence and abuse, feeling safe is not automatic for me. But that first day, in the Light,
I felt safe.
And from that first moment I’ve been a Quaker. I discarded my uneasy Buddhist mantle and put
the Light softly around my shoulders where it fit just right.
BELONGING
I then did something I’d never done: I began the work of becoming one with the community. I
tried every group to feel where I fit, even going to the singing group one night (My singing voice
is so bad I used it a punishment for my young son.). I taught teens and adults at a Quarterly
Meeting. I took care of kids monthly at Parents Night Out. I joined the book club and led
discussions. I cooked for Thanksgiving where I had a real family to share Thanks with. I held a
Black Lives Matter sign every Sunday with other Quakers. And when I was ill, the community
held me in the Light and Friends, all improbably named Jeanne Marie, brought food to the
hospital.
As part of Multnomah Friends, I was peripherally aware of a minority of people who seemed to
run everything, made especially clear when one of the committee leaders told me he was
impressed with the level of responsibility I took as “merely an attender rather than a Member”.
What did that mean?
In my thinking, ‘membership’ implies there’s some sort of organization with formal rules that
confer acceptance and rejection that an applicant is judged against - a classist concept that has
no place in a group that seeks the Light for all.
I’ve been a member of several clubs and organizations during my life, but I’m not familiar with a
religion imposing ‘membership’ to belong or be ‘accepted’. I had the blessing of caring for HH
Dalai Lama for three hours during a Buddhist ceremony and wasn’t asked if I were a ‘member’. I
even spent a week taking Bodhisattva vows without needing to ‘apply’ for ‘membership’ into the
Buddhist faith.
Mystifying. And what does ‘membership’ mean when it comes to being a Quaker in the year
2021? And does being in the Light require membership? I thought the only qualification for being
a Quaker was the willingness to show up and do my part to make it possible for anyone seeking
the Light to find it.
WHAT, EXACTLY, IS A QUAKER?

I decided to find out what this ‘membership’ thing meant. I asked Care and Council and was told
to first write an essay on my desire to be a Quaker (But I AM a Quaker!) and she would then
interview me (Um… to chat a bit about our interpretations of the Light?). Then, as I remember it
(so outside my comfort zone my memory might be wrong) she’d pass my name on to another
committee for further review (?), who would make a recommendation to the Meeting for
Business (According to what criteria? Because I’m ‘suitable’?) where I would be accepted as a
‘member’ after a month of seasoning.
Wait, what? There’s apparently some unknown hierarchy of rules against which I’m going to be
judged. And I’m not a Quaker (only an attender!) until I get ‘accepted’? But I’ve already been
‘accepted’! I live in the Light daily! God already put her arms around me! Surely it can’t be true
that I’m not really in the Light because I’m not a ‘member’.
I had assumed Quaker practice involved love and the God in us all, so I’m confused: how did
judgment, classism, approval, and human-made rules get involved? I understand there was a
compelling reason for membership decades, even centuries ago. But isn’t it time we put this
relic behind us?
WE’RE ALL IN THE LIGHT
I looked up Quakerism on Google. It said we were “united by a belief in the ability of each
human being to experience and access the Light within or see "that of God in everyone"”.
Seems to me this set of seemingly unwritten (and somehow accepted) rules and policies go
against what we believe in, what we fight for. I think it’s alienating and a human-made artifact of
something else – certainly not the intention of Quakerism today.
And why do so many otherwise kind people buy into this process? One Friend says membership
feels to him like “like a marriage, a covenant, a commitment.” Can he not have those feelings
about the Quaker faith without calling himself a ‘member’? I certainly do.
What about the folks being alienated? As I reached out to discuss my ideas with other Friends, I
found many who were annoyed by this same issue. One says she’s ‘Quaker adjacent’ because
she’s not gone through the ‘membership’ process and can’t call herself a Quaker; one found the
‘membership’ process intimidating and wouldn’t abide; one said that although she’s been
attending meetings for many years, she ‘isn’t really a Quaker’ because she hasn’t ‘applied for
membership’ but feels, inside, as if she is one.
This membership process seems to alienate people who choose not to follow these humanmade, unspoken, rules. It doesn’t trust that whoever shows up is here because they’re drawn to
the Light – the same Light within us all.
I am a Quaker. I am in the Light. I am a responsible, giving, active, loving member of Multnomah
Friends community. Being in the Light has no adjudication; it’s the only value I will ever judge
myself against. I humbly ask that you consider getting rid of this antiquated, classist
membership nonsense. We’re above it.

Peace, Social and Environmental Concerns

Minute of Support for Indigenous People: NPYM Anti-Racism Working Group
The North Pacific Yearly Meeting of the Religious Society of Friends repudiates the Doctrines of
Discovery. We acknowledge and regret Friends’ role in the ensuing land theft, and in the forced
assimilation and genocide conducted at residential schools for children indigenous to Turtle
Island (‘North America’). We affirm the UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples.
We commit individually and as meetings to courageously and compassionately face the learning
required. We will take thoughtful, grounded actions to comprehend and oppose past and present
colonialism, and the ongoing systematic dehumanization and material oppression of the original
peoples of the land on which we live and worship.
Action items:
● Each Meeting will self-educate about the history of Indigenous life, the arrival of settler
colonial peoples, and the current effects of colonization specific to their land and region.
We encourage Friends to pay for Native speakers, and to learn how to interrupt antiIndigenous behavior and language, e.g. mascots, cultural appropriation, costumes,
idioms, touching people’s jewelry, etc.
● Each Meeting will self-educate about Quaker involvement in the kidnapping of Native
children for compulsory ‘residential schools,’ where language, religious, and cultural
assimilation were violently enforced, and torture and preventable child death were
common. Each Meeting will provide space for collective lamentation.
● Friends will look for ways to uphold the self-determination and sovereignty of Native
nations. Friends acknowledge that it is not the place of European Americans to define or
decide the priorities or realities of Indigenous people, and that ‘right relationship’ requires
respect for Indigenous people’s autonomy.
● Each Meeting will find ways to invest in the reinvigoration of local Indigenous cultural
knowledge and wisdom. For example: language restoration; land, air, and water
stewardship; food and medicine; wildfire management techniques; spirituality; mental
and physical healthcare.
● Each Meeting will either 1) give back the land the Meeting House sits upon, or its equal
value in nearby land, to the descendants of the Indigenous people who lived there at the
time of European contact; or 2) pay fair rent for its use, either to those from whom the
land was taken, or to a Native-led project supporting Indigenous rights, health, or
autonomy. Example projects include efforts to protect missing and murdered Indigenous
relatives; ecological protection movements (e.g. Standing Rock, blocking coal trains); or
any Spirit-led project that upholds Indigenous autonomy.
● Each Meeting will submit an annual report about their efforts to support Indigenous
peoples to the NPYM’s Anti-Racism Working Group. ARWG will offer support to
individual Meetings as Way allows and report collective findings to annual session.
Resources
Please contact us if you’d like support in seasoning this with your Meeting. Mackenzie BartonRowledge: mbartonrowledge [at] gmail.com or Laurie Childers: childers [at] peak.org
Definition of ‘autonomy’
Merriam-Webster defines autonomy as the quality or state of being self-governing, especially
the right of self-government; self-directing freedom and especially moral independence.
Background on the Doctrine(s) of Discovery
What are they?
The Doctrines of Discovery are a collection of 15th to 20th century religious and governmental
policies sanctioning the European conquest, theft, and exploitation of Native people and their

land. In the United States, the 1452 papal bull is incorporated into federal law. This is still being
used to oppress Native people; for example, in 2005 the Supreme Court quoted the original
Doctrine of Discovery from 1452 while ruling against the Oneida Indian Nation of New York in a
dispute over taxation of ancestral lands. Indigenous groups have been asking for religious and
governmental institutions to repudiate the Doctrine of Discovery.
https://www.nyym.org/content/doctrine-of-discovery-factsheet
See also “Doctrines of Discovery”, Douglas Lind, Jurisprudence Review 13:1 / 2020
https://openscholarship.wustl.edu/law_jurisprudence/vol13/iss1/5/
What have other Friends said about them?
American Friends Service Committee: The Legacy of the Doctrine of Discovery
Baltimore Yearly Meeting: Background Materials for Minute to Repudiate Doctrine of Discovery
Boulder Friends Meeting: A Minute to Repudiate the Doctrine of Discovery and to Reaffirm the
U.N. Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples
Friends General Conference: Dismantle the Doctrine of Discovery in Your Meeting
Canadian Yearly Meeting: Statement on the Doctrine of Discovery
New York Yearly Meeting: Minute on the Doctrine of Discovery
Northern Yearly Meeting: Doctrine of Discovery Resources
Decolonizing Quakers: Roots of Domination - Decolonizing Quakers
What have other religious groups said about it?
https://doctrineofdiscovery.org/faith-communities/
Repudiations by Faith Communities - Doctrine of Discovery
Background on land theft
Two examples: many Quakers moved to Turtle Island after English King Charles II paid his debt
to William Penn with the colony of Pennsylvania – land that belonged to the Lenni Lenape
people, not the English crown, except for the claims of the Doctrines of Discovery. William
Penn’s sons then stole more land from the Lenni Lenape by cheating on the Walking Purchase:
https://paconservationheritage.org/stories/the-walking-purchase/
https://westernfriend.org/media/healing-native-peoples-thru-truth
Paula Palmer’s 2021 keynote speech to Lake Erie Yearly Meeting covers both the original
Quaker land theft, and Quaker involvement in boarding schools.
Friend Helena Cobban has a recent series of blog posts that delve into this history in detail:
https://medium.com/project-500-years/my-january-syndrome-strikes-again-4c1e5b1a24ce
https://medium.com/project-500-years/baltimore-quakers-westward-expansion-in-the-earlyunited-states-95760b2cfdbc
https://medium.com/project-500-years/white-settlers-with-good-intentions-48867582426d
https://medium.com/project-500-years/quakers-and-settler-colonialism-before-william-penndc23ceb18177
Background on genocide in residential schools

The explicit goal of compulsory residential schools, including those run by Friends, was to strip
Native children of their culture. The children were forcibly removed from their families around
age 5 and tortured for speaking their language. There was widespread physical, psychological,
and sexual abuse at these schools, and many children – sometimes more than half of those
enrolled – did not survive.
General resources on the residential schools
The stories of survivors and witnesses are most thoroughly collected in the 2001 report by the
Truth Commission on Genocide in Canada
(https://www.barondeschauer.com/uploads/8/4/7/5/84752080/genocide_report_2001.pdf), and in
the 2015 report by the Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Canada
(https://web.archive.org/web/20200505161532/http://trc.ca/about-us/trc-findings.html,
https://nctr.ca/records/reports/), which compiled 6,000 people’s testimonies and some of the
historical documentation verifying their accounts. The US government has not done any
comparable large-scale research.
Shorter articles/videos:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UGqWRyBCHhw:
“How the US stole thousands of Native American children” (13 minutes)
https://www.theatlantic.com/education/archive/2019/03/traumatic-legacy-indian-boardingschools/584293/
https://www.mprnews.org/story/2019/10/03/stories-of-life-in-indian-boarding-schools
https://fanwa.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/10/INIC-Statement-on-Boarding-Schools-withsigners-10-20-21.pdf
A statement from the Interfaith Network for Indigenous Communities, September 2021. (INIC is
based in Washington State. https://fanwa.org/our-network/inic/ )
Resources on Quaker involvement with boarding schools & healing
https://journeyofhealing.net/indian-boarding-schools/
This website is part of a ministry originating within New England Yearly Meeting. It's a resource
for learning about Friends' involvement with boarding schools, our genocidal history more
generally, and all sorts of inspiring present-day possibilities.
https://www.friendsjournal.org/quaker-indian-boarding-schools/
Friends Journal article consolidates information gathered by Paula Palmer on Quaker
involvement in residential schools.
https://boardingschoolhealing.org/healing/for-churches/
The National Native American Boarding School Healing Coalition summarizes the role of
religion in harm and healing in the context of residential schools.
https://www.decolonizingquakers.org/quakers-and-boarding-schools/
Information about Quakers and Indigenous boarding schools, including links to further reading.
https://web.archive.org/web/20151025184346/http://digital.library.okstate.edu/Chronicles/v033/v
033p169.pdf
This article on the missions of the Society of Friends among the Indian tribes of the Sac and Fox
Agency offers a history of Quaker boarding schools in Oklahoma.
https://www.fcnl.org/updates/2021-10/quakers-grapple-legacy-indian-boarding-schools
Brief update of current Quaker efforts to address the legacy of boarding schools.

Background on the UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples
Read the full declaration: https://www.un.org/development/desa/indigenouspeoples/declarationon-the-rights-of-indigenous-peoples.html
The United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples was adopted by the UN
General Assembly on Thursday, 13 September 2007, by a majority of 144 states in favor, 4
votes against, and 11 abstentions. The countries who did not ratify it were Australia, Canada,
New Zealand and the United States. In 2009 Australia changed its position, followed by New
Zealand in April 2010, Canada in November 2010, and the United States in January 2011
(https://2009-2017.state.gov/s/srgia/154553.htm).
Further resources related to action items
“Decolonization is not a metaphor,” Tuck & Yang Decolonization (journal) 1:1 2012
https://jps.library.utoronto.ca/index.php/des/article/view/18630
Real Rent Duwamish is an example of a reparations project: https://www.realrentduwamish.org/
NDN Collective (https://ndncollective.org/) is an Indigenous-led organization dedicated to
building Indigenous power, and it is one hub of the #LandBack movement
(https://landback.org/). Through organizing, activism, philanthropy, grantmaking, capacitybuilding and narrative change, they are creating sustainable solutions on Indigenous terms.
The movement to protect, find, and demand accountability for the missing and murdered
Indigenous relatives is decentralized, and goes by many names. Some primarily focus on
women and girls (MMIW, MMIWG), others include Two Spirit people (MMIWG2S) as well as
men (MMIP, MMIR, MMI*). This article by the Coalition to stop violence against Native women
offers an introduction: https://www.csvanw.org/mmiw . The Lakota People’s Law project
developed a MMIW Resource Guide: https://lakotalaw.org/news/2020-05-01/mmiw-resourceguide, and the Texas Christian University's women and gender studies department also has a
thorough resource page: https://sis.tcu.edu/wgst/initiatives/mmiw/ (scroll down). Beware that
some advocates uphold an anti-sex work stance in their engagement with this issue, which
endangers both sex workers and trafficking victims alike. Amnesty International has a decent
Q&A on the topic of decriminalizing sex work: https://www.amnesty.org/en/qa-policy-to-protectthe-human-rights-of-sex-workers/ , and the Sex Workers Outreach Project briefly explains how
to fight trafficking by decriminalizing sex work: https://sacramentoswop.org/2016/10/07/to-fightsex-trafficking-decriminalize-sex-work/ .
The Oregon Office of Tribal Affairs is a team committed to all Oregon tribal communities thriving
mentally, physically, spiritually, and emotionally. Through tribal consultation with Oregon’s Nine
Federally Recognized Tribes, ODHS ensures programming, services, and policies meet the
needs of Oregon tribal communities.
https://www.oregon.gov/DHS/ABOUTDHS/TRIBES/pages/index.aspx
The phrase “collective lamentation” indicates a creative opportunity with participation by all. It
could be a space in each Meeting house (a wall or a notebook) to place or post personal stories,
feelings, artwork. It could be a ceremonial event in which Friends speak their hearts about this
shared history. It could include what each of us learn about our individual family participation in
or experiences of colonization. It is a time and/or space to acknowledge, grieve, and integrate
these truths, with the guidance of Spirit.
Speaking the Truth About Racism
Jonathan Betz-Zall (University Friends Meeting)
We Friends like to take credit for our anti-slavery activism, but we’ve also been struggling hard
to address the racism that seems to underpin our whole social system. Some of us have
effectively allied ourselves with people oppressed by racism, but it’s been difficult to get many

White people to do so. Recent social research suggests that changing hearts and minds may be
less effective than changing the rules of the game, which in the US largely means corporate
workplaces. I recently came across an article “How to Promote Racial Equity in the Workplace”,
by Dr Robert Livingston, a Black psychologist who teaches at Harvard and consults with many
large corporations:
“Many White people deny the existence of racism against people of color because they assume
that racism is defined by deliberate actions motivated by malice and hatred. However, racism
can occur without conscious awareness or intent. When defined simply as differential evaluation
or treatment based solely on race, regardless of intent, racism occurs far more frequently than
most White people suspect.
As intractable as it seems, racism in the workplace can be effectively addressed. Because
organizations are small, autonomous entities that afford leaders a high level of control over
norms and policies, they are ideal sites for promoting racial equity.
Companies should move through the five stages of a process called PRESS: (1) Problem
awareness, (2) Root-cause analysis, (3) Empathy, or level of concern about the problem and the
people it afflicts, (4) Strategies for addressing the problem, and (5) Sacrifice, or willingness to
invest the time, energy, and resources necessary for strategy implementation.”
Dr. Livingston’s special strength is in breaking through White peoples’ fear and other
psychological barriers, thus generating confidence that we communitarians could do this too,
especially by practicing among ourselves until we’re ready to go public. He does state that in
order to confront racism effectively, people must proceed through an iterative process of first
understanding the problem and its origins [“Condition”], then discerning whether there’s enough
caring about the problem and the people that it harms [“Concern”]. Only then can one address
solutions [“Correction”] and take effective action. Acting prematurely, without having developed
these understandings, will only frighten or anger those who need to open themselves to more
cultural awareness and political action.
“Racism can have many psychological sources—cognitive biases, personality characteristics,
ideological worldviews, psychological insecurity, perceived threat, or a need for power and ego
enhancement. But most racism is the result of structural factors—established laws, institutional
practices, and cultural norms. Many of these causes do not involve malicious intent.” So if we
“call out” racist acts without having prepared our audience, we run the risk of the perpetrators
feeling persecuted for doing what they thought was the right thing.
But how would we develop Concern about racism within our communities? Dr Livingston has
some specific advice: “What best prompts people in an organization to register concern about
racism in their midst, I’ve found, are the moments when their non-White coworkers share vivid,
detailed accounts of the negative impact that racism has on their lives.”
When we’re finally ready to take up correctional actions, we must recognize that “sacrifices” may
be necessary, but Dr. Livingston assures us that “ ‘sacrifice’ may actually involve giving up very
little.
Dr Livingston’s article outlines his methodology quite well, but he also provides a much more
detailed account in his book “The Conversation”, which I found at my public library. Not only

does he explain his ideas in more depth, but he provides many illuminating and inspiring
accounts of people making transformative changes in their organizations, even when they
strongly resisted the ideas in the beginning.
UPDATE ON HR 40 MINUTE
Theo Mace – (South Seattle Friends Meeting)
On July 17, 2021, at its Annual Session, North Pacific Yearly Meeting approved the following
minute supporting passage of HR 40 in the House of Representatives.
North Pacific Yearly Meeting of the Religious Society of Friends is an association of almost fifty
local communities of Quakers in the states of Montana, Idaho, Oregon, and Washington. We
believe that discovering the whole truth about our historical inequities is not only beneficial but
essential if we are to fully understand the past and present and move forward as a nation.
The legacy of slavery continues to define and shape life in America. In 1619 Africans were
brought as slaves to the coast of Virginia and during the following 250 years approximately 4
million Africans and their descendants were systematically denied their rights, culture, language
and ability to benefit from their own labor. Even after slavery ended, exploitation, brutality and
unfair treatment continue in the form of Jim Crow laws, lynching, separate and unequal
practices, unfair housing and home-loan policies, inequities in education and health care, mass
incarceration and more. Many of these practices continue today. Generation after generation of
Black Americans have been deprived of the opportunity to accumulate wealth due to
governmental policies and laws, even as they contributed substantially and indispensably to the
nation’s prosperity.
North Pacific Yearly Meeting of the Religious Society of Friends supports HR 40, which is a
resolution to establish a commission to examine slavery and discrimination in the colonies and
the United States from 1619 to the present and recommend appropriate remedies. We believe
that the establishment of this commission is a good first step in encouraging a national
reckoning and determining appropriate remedies. This resolution has been introduced every
year since 1989 and has never been adopted.
We fully support passage of HR 40 and encourage Friends throughout the United States to take
all appropriate steps to encourage their Representatives and Senators to vote in favor of its
adoption.
It is wonderful that Pacific Northwest Quakers have taken this step, but we know it is only one
step on the road to true acknowledgement and redress. Contrary to any expectation that the
House might act quickly to pass HR 40, and establish a Reparations Commission, there has
been no action on the bill since it was voted out of the Judiciary Committee in the spring of
2021. What more can Quakers do to persuade our legislators to take some action? Of course,
we can individually contact our Representatives and Senators. We can also work with Friends
Committee on National Legislation (FCNL) to educate federal legislators about the need to act.
Lobbying the Lobbyist - FCNL
The Friends Committee on National Legislation is a national, nonpartisan Quaker organization
that lobbies Congress and the administration to advance peace, justice, and environmental
stewardship. One of FCNL’s policy commitments is to a “Society Free of Racism”. FCNL has a
strong policy platform that supports its anti-racism efforts, but it has not been actively lobbying

Congress specifically on the need to pass HR 40. This is because of the way that FCNL
establishes its lobbying priorities.
Every other year FCNL engages in a grassroots priority setting process with monthly meetings
throughout the U.S. Packets with information about how to participate will be arriving soon via
postal service to Quaker groups. During these priority setting sessions, which many of us have
participated in, Quakers discern through spirit-led worship what they deem to be the most
important or urgent issues of concern to the Religious Society of Friends. This information is
sent to FCNL, helping the organization plan for where to focus its lobbying during the coming
two years. Thus far, HR 40 has not been mentioned in these sessions in sufficient numbers to
warrant FCNL to actively lobby for its passage. If enough of us are led to ask FCNL to urge
Congress to act on HR 40, FCNL can be more purposeful in developing a lobbying strategy to
do so.
With the passage of HR 40 there is hope that acknowledging the wrongs of slavery and Jim
Crow will lead our country toward national racial healing. One might say that reparations lies at
the spiritual base of every other anti-racist action we could take. David Ragland’s Truth Telling
Project speaks of reparations as a spiritual practice. Filmmaker Katrina Brown https://www.cspan.org>video>katrina-browne eloquently points out that slavery built the nation as it is today,
implicating all white people, including Quakers, in the need to make reparations.
Mindful of the need to continue Quaker work toward racial healing, let’s all ask FCNL to consider
lobbying Congress to pass HR 40
Beyond HR 40
Reparations is many things to many people. Hal Weaver, director of the Black Quaker Project,
suggests that instead of calling it reparations, we should call it “retrospective justice”. He uses
this term because what the reparations movement is really looking for is justice, and, because
reparations should require more than monetary redress. The damages from slavery go far
beyond the quantitative; they resulted in immeasurable spiritual, political, cultural harm as well.
Weaver’s approach is persuasive, because of its roots in the Quaker testimonies and its
breadth.
Reparations can also take place in many other ways. In California, the State has instituted its
own reparations commission to study the question and recommend remedies over the next two
years. Evanston, Illinois and Asheville North Carolina have reparations funds that assist Blacks
to achieve home ownership. The CEOs of Starbucks and Goldman Sachs among others have
initiated a program called NinetyTo Zero, to address the racial wealth gap in the United States.
Again, as with support for HR 40, what can Quakers do? After all, Quakers did own slaves, and
over the centuries have benefitted from the financial bonanza provided to white Americans by
slavery and Jim Crow. Liz Oppenheimer, a member of Bear Creek Meeting in Earlham, Iowa,
suggested in a January 2021 article in Friends Journal that Quakers should redirect individual
and family wealth, accumulated as a result of slavery, which has crossed the line from saving to
hoarding, toward restoring the wealth of BIPOC communities. She gives as an example her
participation in the Black-led Stolen Wealth Returns project which pays off the student loans
held by a group of African Americans. Green Street Meeting in Philadelphia initiated a legal aid
clinic in the Philadelphia area to advise Blacks on issues related to housing claims. Quakers can
donate to secular, national, black-led organizations such as the National African American
Reparations Commission (NAAARC), National Coalition of Blacks for Reparations in America
(NCOBRA), and Where is My Land, that are pursuing reparations. And they can research local
organizations pursuing the same aims, such as WaNaWari CACE21 in Seattle.

It may be that achieving true reparations will be a long process for Quakers as well as the
nation. After all, it took Quakers a long time to eschew slave trading and slave ownership among
members of the Religious Society of Friends. But we as Quakers bear a special responsibility to
see this through, to make reparations part of our ongoing spiritual practice.
(NCOBRA), and Where is My Land, that are pursuing reparations. And they can research local
organizations pursuing the same aims, such as WaNaWari CACE21 in Seattle. It may be that
achieving true reparations will be a long process for Quakers as well as the nation. After all, it
took Quakers a long time to eschew slave trading and slave ownership among members of the
Religious Society of Friends. But we as Quakers bear a special responsibility to see this
through, to make reparations part of our ongoing spiritual practice.
MORE INFORMATION ABOUT THE EARLIER ANNOUNCMENTS
Eugene Friends Meeting: Memorial Meeting for Worship for Emily Bear: Our beloved Friend
Emily died on Wednesday evening, December 8, with family holding her hands. She had an
undiagnosed heart defect. Please join us on Saturday, February 5, at 1 p.m. on zoom to
remember Emily together.
Contact Cynthia Black (cynblack55@gmail.com) for the link. Ministry and Counsel Committee.
University Friends Meeting Memorial for Bill Matchett will be held Sunday February 27th at 2
pm on Zoom. The Zoom link is the same for MFW: https://zoom.us/j/2065476449 We expect a
large attendance so have increased our Zoom maximum for the month of February from 200 to
500. This will not be a hybrid Meeting. Jeanne Bourget jmbourget@comcast.net
University Friends Meeting will be hosting an Uprooting Racism book club discussion via
zoom on the first Sunday of each month starting on Feb 6th at 1pm. Quakers from all
communities are welcome to join. The first book we will be discussing is called *Woke
Racism: How a New Religion has Betrayed Black Americans *by John McWhorter. It looks
like you can find this book at Seattle Public Library or on amazon/audible. If you have questions
and would like to be added to the Book Club list please feel free to reach out to Eva Otto
at eva@infinitiRED.com.
Quaker Voice on Washington Public Policy (QVWPP) annual Lobby Day is Monday, February
7. Quaker Voice advocates in the Washington State Legislature for criminal justice reform,
environmental stewardship, and economic justice. This year, due to COVID, we will meet with
our legislators or their staff via video conference, so you can lobby from the comfort of your own
home. If you’ve ever been curious about citizen lobbying, this is a great opportunity to join
with F/friends in promoting legislation to build a more equitable society for all. There will
be several orientation sessions on Friday, February 4 and Monday, February 7 explaining
the legislative process and the bills we are supporting. For more details about the event and
info on how to register, go to https://www.quakervoicewa.org/. Hope to see you there!
The BlackQuaker Project Announces: The Black Quaker Lives Matter Film Festival!
** Following the film and the interviews hosted by the BlackQuaker Project the NPYM Anti
-Racism Working Group is hosting a discussion for NPYM Friends – see link below.

Starting on 12 February 2022, during Black History Month, through Paul Robeson’s birthday on
9 April 2022, every other Saturday at 10am PST (1pm ET), we will screen a film centered on a
Quaker of Color with an introduction from a guest expert and a follow-up discussion facilitated
by BQP Director Dr. Harold D. (Hal) Weaver. Our first screening will be a unique event, featuring
a landmark dialogue between South African Nozizwe Madlala-Routledge and Palestinian AFSC
General Secretary Joyce Ajlouny, the first two women of color to lead Quaker transnational
organizations. You can register for this event here.

Here is a link for NPYM Friends to invite people to register for the discussion series. Although
the announcement only gives the first date, registration is for our whole series.
When: Feb 12, 2022 12:00 PM Pacific Time (US and Canada)
Register in advance for this meeting:
https://us02web.zoom.us/meeting/register/tZYvduutrzIrGtXG0lxKmO4xwd4ygu3op6uS
After registering, you will receive a confirmation email containing information about joining the
meeting.
Engaging with Gandhi: A Self-Reflective Inquiry
Three Sessions: Monday evenings, January 31, February 14, February 28, 6:30-8:00 PST
Gandhi provided us with a set of concepts and principles that have strong relevance to our lives
today. We will use these as jumping-off points for self-reflection and discussion. No reading
required, though there will be plenty of suggestions. Note: this series will not include an
introduction to Gandhi’s life and work, but will focus on Gandhian values and their potential
applications.
January 31 – Satyagraha (truth-grasping). We will explore some of the background to
Gandhian nonviolent action.
February 14th – Sarvodaya (welfare of all). We will explore how Gandhi’s commitment to the
“last man and last woman” can inform our lives and practices.
February 28th – Swadeshi/Gram Swaraj (self-reliance and the village republic). Are there
different ways we can imagine a good society, one without violence and exploitation? (One
could do worse than familiarizing yourself with Hind Swaraj before the session, though it is in
no sense required - https://www.mkgandhi.org/ebks/hind_swaraj.pdf )
The sessions are absolutely free, though contributions to Friendly Water for the World will be
gratefully welcomed. www.friendlywater.org/donate

David H. Albert is a member of Olympia Friends Meeting (Quakers), under whose auspices
this series is being offered. For a lifetime of work around the world, David was awarded the
2021 Jamnalal Bajaj Foundation International Award for Promoting Gandhian Values Outside
India, following in the footsteps of Nelson Mandela, Desmond Tutu, Danilo Dolci, and George
Willoughby. To email him directly: davidalbert1717@gmail.com Please pre-register:
https://olympiafriends.org/engaging-with-gandhi-a-self-reflective-inquiry/
White Privilege Conference
We are excited to share our FGC pre-registration form for the White Privilege Conference
2022 which goes live this Monday, 1/17. As you may know, FGC has supported Friends to
attend this conference for over ten years and we are excited to gather Friends once again for
this conference. We have often had a large attendance of Friends at the conference, providing
another level of community that has enriched the conference for many. The conference is open
to both Friends of Color and white Friends. We encourage sharing this email or FGC's White
Privilege Conference Landing page with your meeting and other Quakers.

We will send out our regular discount code via email upon receipt of registration. Because this
is being done manually please allow for a response within one business day. Please know that
we only provide discount codes to Quakers or Quaker organization affiliated attendees.
*** Remember that the pre-registration form does not automatically register you for the retreat.
Please register for the White Privilege Conference on their website.
Peace and Social Concerns
This is a reminder that the Peace and Social Concerns Committee is holding another sharing
session, this time on Native Concerns, on April 18. Registration is here. This would be one
opportunity to share observations to the Draft Minute of Support for Indigenous People that has
gone into seasoning for possible NPYM action.
* The opinions expressed within this newsletter are those of the authors, not the
meetings, or the publishers**

